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Date: Sat. 2/9/19 Location: Pearland Jr High Purpose: League Championship

Attendees: Everyone

Agenda: 
● League Championship

Reflections: 
 In our first match, our hook snagged when we were attempting to land in autonomous. The impact of the 
snagged hook twisted our robot and in the process, broke the uv joint. As a result, we did not participate in 
the rest of the match. After the match, we reconnected the uv joint with zip ties. Overall, the zip ties 
connecting the uv joints broke one more time, and in two different matches, our app crashed on the phones. 
When this happened, our robot was completely unresponsive. Proceeding the app crashing, we addressed 
the problem by restarting the app in between every match. We ended up doing well, winning 3 matches, and 
losing 2.  

● 1st match- Won: score - 132-115 
● 2nd match - Lost: 67-160   
● 3rd match - Won  272-113 
● 4th match - Won 235-99 
● 5th match - Lost 171-221 
● SemiFinals 1 - Won 234-161 
● Semi Finals 2 -Won 280-181 
● Finals 1 - Won 176-170 
● Finals 2 - Won 266-190 

Here is a summary of the awards we won: 
2nd place - Control Award 
2nd place -Think Award 
3rd place - Connect Award 
Winning Alliance - 1st Team Picked 
Inspire Award Winner 
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Date: Mon, 2/11/19 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #38

Attendees: Entire team

Agenda: 
● Evaluate our robot (SWOT analysis) from League Championship

Reflections: 
SWOT 

Linear Slide 
Strengths 

1. The solid onyx hook is STRONG! 
Weakness 

1. Grinding gears - seems like assembly is bending causing the gears to disengage. 
2. Hook mounted crooked causing jamming? 
3. Slamming against lander as robot lowers.   
4. Possibly slow.  Could we put a faster motor on it? 
5. 3D printed pieces are stripping. - Drill and bolt all the way through with nut on other side.. 

Opportunities 
1. Base plate - mods to accommodate bearings for both lead screw and motor.  Hopefully a second 

bearing will help keep the gears engaged. 
2. Remount hook so it’s straight. 
3. Investigate some way to soften or reduce impact on lowering.  Maybe a tapered piece?  
4. Make a spare for ease of swapping when prime one needs repairs. 

Arm 
Weakness 

1. Backlash - Replace brass gears?  Replace all bearing sleeves with onyx as ABS ones wear out..   
2. Universal joints - originals broke during meet 3.  But, mostly because arm was being driven against 

the floor.  If arm isn’t driven that way, we should be okay.  But, changes to consider: 
a. Possibly grind down worm gear ¼” axle to 6mm.  Change out axle to 6mm for the length.  

Then use 6mm-6mm universal joints from goBilda.   
b. Use the CAD file from goBilda and modify as needed to make custom joints printed from 

onyx. 
c. Servocity worms are ¼”-¼” or ¼”-6mm. So, to use Servocity, we need a ¼” shaft in the elbow 

with a u/v joint that is ¼”-6mm.  But, Servocity has no 6mm-6mm u/v joint. Arrgh!  So, if we 
use Servocity, everything else stays the same.  Just buy a bunch and consider them 
consumables. 

Opportunities 
1. Shoulder - Can we add second set of bearings outside of current ones so have more support points? 
2. Replace all the brass worm gears?  Maybe wear is adding to the backlash? 
3. Make backup modules 

a. Shoulder - needs squiggly piece and new sleeves.  All from onyx 
b. Elbow - need gears, bearings, etc.  Reprint pivot pieces from onyx 
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Chassis 
Weakness  

1. Wheels snag on yellow cubes.  Sometimes, the cubes get wedged underneath. - need bumpers. 
2. Flexible - chassis bends a little when the robot is hanging.  But, now that we added the stiffeners on 

the bottom, the front doesn’t bounce when the arm is coming down, but the robot does a little back 
wheelie. 

Collector 
Weaknesses 

1. Connectors are made from ABS - might break.  Swap out with onyx. 
2. Print a spare.  Onyx preferable but too big for the bed.  So, a spare from ABS instead. 

 Opportunities 
1. Sorting piece on the end.  Maybe not time for Regionals?  Ben - draw up. 
2. Accordion fan to help sort. 

Software 
Weaknesses 

1. Keep missing mineral - Use tensor flow’s assesssmten of “sureness”  
2. Need arm presets: home, deploy minerals in lander deploy, crater reach, drive position. 
3. Need slider presets?  
4. Phones kept crashing 

Opportunities 
1. Factory reset phones 

Judging 
● Bring hook into judging 
● Print generative design module in onyx. 
● Need to trim speaking parts. 
● Need to order banner. 

Notebook 
● Make assembly instructions 
● Clean up formatting on the Outreach pages.   
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After the SWOT was finished, we prioritized the changes that we decided to make before Regionals. Then we 
worked on our designated tasks.   Zach made an assembly list for the shoulder and elbow modules. Then he 
checked our parts and made a shopping list to have enough parts to make spare modules and still have some 
extras in case things broke. 

"
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Date: Friday, 2/15/19 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #39

Attendees: Mark, Zach, Mariah, Luke, Joel, Andrew, Coach Belbas 

Agenda: 
● Assemble spare linear slide, shoulder, elbow modules 
● Finalize solution for a smoother landing in autonomous 
● Start assembly instructions 
● Work on programming

Reflections: 
Zach: Today Coach Belbas and I brainstormed ideas to prevent the robot from banging against the lander as 
it descends during autonomous. We first tested to see if we had space to manipulate the lead screw where 
the robot could hang without the metal brace (the robot bangs against the lander as the brace disengages 
with the plexiglass of the lander). We discovered that when the robot is hanging, the chassis bends since it is 
routed from HDPE plastic. Because of this, we will need to have a brace with a smoother transition from the 
brace to the robot while landing. We also discussed visiting Intuitive Machines, who we are in contact with, 
and asking them if they could take our current chassis model and manufacture it out of carbon fiber. If we 
advance past Regionals, we will look into that. For now, due to limited time, I will CAD a ramp that will act as 
a brace and provide a smooth landing. 

I also re-assembled our spare shoulder module to be exactly the same as our current module on the robot. 
This will guarantee that the spacing is the same and allow the carbon fiber arm segments to continue to 
collapse into the small window of available space.  

Recently, Mark and I both noticed that the slop in the worm gears actually helps us. When the arm is almost 
vertical the combined slop in both the shoulder and elbow worm gears does cause the arm to fall forward a 
little bit, but that doesn’t affect us too much since we are aware of that while driving the arm. However, when 
we are collecting minerals near the crater rim, the arm settles in nicely because of its weight and collects the 
minerals. If there was no slop in the worm gears, then we would have to tediously adjust the arm position 
every time we adjusted the chassis. What we had originally thought was harming us is actually helping us 
maintain faster collection cycles.  

Mark: Today, I assembled the modified linear slide lift. I modified the boat over the week and all of the pieces 
have been printed. The new boat has a detachable base with holes for bearings so that the gears do not 
become disengaged from each other. I was able to fully assemble and mount the new linear slide lift onto the 
robot.
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Andrew: Today I fixed a problem we were having with the touch sensors on the arm. The chassisTouch sensor 
was too low, and the elbowFront sensor wasn’t responding correctly. After that I worked on the vision stuff. At 
the League Championship, we had a lot of problems with the camera finding the gold mineral properly. Most of 
the time (including in every elimination match) it went for the left mineral even though it was silver every time. 
To help diagnose the problem, I displayed to telemetry everything related to what the camera and tensor flow 
was seeing; everything from the dimensions in pixels of each object to the confidence value output by the 
algorithm, and the calculated angle of each object relative to the center of the camera. I then moved the robot 
to 4 different positions (left, right, center, and center-back) and recorded everything the algorithm displayed. 
Through this, I discovered that the algorithm would consistently see the sliver of red tape underneath a silver 
mineral as a gold mineral. The reading was almost exactly the same as if it were a gold mineral. In some 
cases, the confidence value was actually greater for the tape sliver than it was for an actual gold mineral. This 
proved that the confidence value was not reliable enough to use. The only reliable difference between the gold 
mineral readings and the tape readings was the object height. A real gold mineral comes in at sixty-plus pixels, 
while the red tape had a height less than thirty pixels. This discovery means that in the future, in the 
FieldVision class I will use object height in addition to TensorFlow’s internal computations to locate a gold 
mineral on the field. 

Joel and Luke (Mechanical and Assembly instructions):  Our main priority today was to start the assembly 
instructions for our robot.  Although they are still very tedious, it is a much smoother process this year because 
we already have the template and process from last year.  Luke started on the shoulder joint of the arm, and 
Joel started on the lifter.  All of the steps for the lifter are in the instructions, but the drawing numbers for the 
custom manufactured parts are not yet complete.  Also, the total cost and material list is not yet complete.  As 
for the shoulder, Luke spent most of his time building a base plate because in our CAD design, we forgot to 
create one.  This weekend I, Joel, will try to finish the Lifter and work on the shoulder if I can.  We have 8 
chapters of instructions to make! 

"
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Date: Mon, 2/18/19 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #40

Attendees: Mark, Zach, Andrew, Ben, Mariah, Coach Belbas, Mr. Lee, Mr. Bell

Agenda: 
● Finish assembling spare shoulder module, elbow module, and lead screw module 
● Programming Arm Presets

Reflections: 
Zach: Today I worked on assembling our spare shoulder module to have a backup at Regionals. I replaced 
the ABS sleeves with onyx sleeves, which helped with the axle alignment in the bearings. I also attached the 
correct joint pieces to the module. Since our robot is modular, I was able to quickly take off the original 
shoulder module and replace it with the newly completed spare. Then we realized that the motor on the 
spare module had been assembled incorrectly and prevented the arm from fully collapsing (top picture), so I 
took the module off and re-assembled it one more time. The programmers also realized that the REV HD 
motor and goBILDA motor have different encoder counts. So after I put the onyx sleeves into the original 
module, I re-assembled it with a goBILDA motor to simplify the programming and make the spares uniform. 

Programming (Andrew, Ben): We mostly worked on the arm presets. The logic had some wild hairs that 
needed to be sorted out and encoder targets had to be nailed down. After we fixed the logic and got the arm 
motors moving in the right directions, we added a deadband to the target so that the arm wouldn’t flutter as it 
tried to get to the perfect target. Then we mapped the different presets to buttons and put in encoder values 
and tested. The presets worked fine. We ended up adjusting the speed of the motors for the different presets 
according to which arm segment needed to be where first, but that’s about all the tweaking we did.
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Date: Fri, 2/22/19 Location: Belbas House Purpose: Team Meeting #41

Attendees: Mark, Zach, Andrew, Ben, Mariah, Joel, Luke, Coach Belbas, Mr. Lee, Mr. Tate 

Agenda: 
● Prepare for Regionals tomorrow!

Reflections: 
(Luke,Joel): We have been working on finalizing the CAD drawings, and making the assembly instructions 
for the notebook.  

(Mariah): I updated our accounting log, and made sure our chapter 6 engineering log was current and 
accurate. I also helped with our poster board that will be used in our pit area tomorrow.  

(Mark): Today I worked on making the spare linear slide.  

(Andrew, Ben): Today we worked on the autonomous program.There were some problems with the navX 
responding, but we finished fixing it, and are now ready for the competition tomorrow. 

(Zach): I worked on replacing the onyx joint pieces for the shoulder module, and made a spare elbow 
module. The spare will be used if we need to replace it for the current one on our robot. I also replaced the 
current shoulder abs joint pieces with onyx.  

" "  
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